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Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less.” 
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Abstract  

Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion is a system encountered in many commercial products such as 

food, cosmetic and pharmaceutic industries. This system is thermodynamically unstable 

consisting of two immiscible liquids, one dispersed into the other, that would rapidly separate 

to the initial homogenized components in the absence of stabilizers. Emulsion stabilizers can 

be categorized into surface-active emulsifiers (surfactants) and thickening or gelling agents. 

Furthermore, solid particles were also described to stabilize emulsions forming the so-called 

‘Pickering emulsions’ that were first reported by Pickering (1907) [1]. Our research focus was 

to identify a new natural source of surface-active compounds and microfibrillated cellulose and 

utilize them to formulate and stabilize emulsions. First, a characterization of the extracted 

compounds by means of spectrophotometric methods, Fourier Transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), interfacial tension 

and contact angle, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), was conducted. Then, we focused on the utilization of the identified compounds to 

formulate and stabilize (O/W) emulsions, this involved high energy emulsification and 

monitoring physical stability under different environmental stress conditions.  

Emulsions formulation and stability using natural emulsifiers is varying considerably due to 

the source and the type of surface-active compounds. This is even more the case when using 

crude extracts from plant material as emulsion stabilizers. Mostly, interfacial tension and 

composition are used to confirm the tendency of an emulsifier to formulate a stable emulsion. 

However, systemic studies also offer more reflection on the mechanism behind a successful 

stability. Our study showed the possibility of using crude argan shell extracts as natural 

emulsifiers. We confirmed that with the same starting material, under different extraction 
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conditions, all extracts were capable of producing submicron emulsions with a highly negative 

charge and good physical stability despite the variation in the composition of surface-active 

compounds. However only one extract (20% ethanolic extract) could form an emulsion with 

the lowest mean droplet size d4,3 < 200 nm. This means that the whole composition contributes 

to emulsion formation when using complex mixtures of surface-active compounds and 

emulsion trials have to be conducted in order to reveal this tendency.  

The use of argan shell microfibrillated cellulose (AS-MFC) as oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions 

stabilizer was also investigated. The effect of particles concentration was assessed and led to 

long term stability (15 days) of O/W emulsions at high concentration of AS-MFC confirmed 

by droplet size d4,3 and creaming index. This study also shows the oil concentration suitable to 

reach the maximum volume of emulsion using 1% w/w AS-MFC. The results show AS-MFC 

could stabilize 70% w/w MCT oil. Finally, CLSM shows the adsorption of AS-MFC at the oil-

water interface and the formation of a 3D network surrounding oil droplets by larger fibrils. 

The raw material used in this research is extremely interesting due to different reasons. First, 

it’s a by-product of an oil industry (argan oil). Argan shell is generally combusted by the local 

population without generating any value. Therefore, this research could lead to high-value 

products having a social and environmental impact. Furthermore, the oil industry referred to is 

of extreme importance in cosmetic products. Argan oil made a breakthrough in international 

markets due to its virtues. Argan tree tolerance for hard climate conditions of dry arid lands 

and poor precipitations procured to argan oil its high antioxidant, anti-cancer, and anti-acne 

properties. Developing a 100% product, simply from this tree is believed to have very high 

appreciation and demand internationally. The mechanism elucidated was the amphiphilic 

structure of solvent extract and the dual wettability of mechanically disintegrated cellulose.  
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1. Chapter 1 – Introduction  

1.1.Historical background  

Emulsions have been used by humans for centuries. Ancient Egyptians learned to use eggs, 

berry extracts and oils to form emulsified paints. History of food emulsions started with milk 

products such as butter and cheese. By 1756, mayonnaise was invented by a French chef [2]. 

The world emulsion emerged from the Latin words emulgere and emulsum, meaning to milk. 

Although, the ancient long history, the scientific studies related to emulsions are quite recent. 

Oil-in-water (O/W) and water-in-oil (W/O) have been described in the pioneer work of 

Ostwald, 1910. More recently, in 1961 Schulman & Montagne described the concept of micro 

and macroemulsions as important for the study of droplet absorption process in the intestine or 

delayed absorption of subcutaneous injections. Today, an extensive understanding of 

emulsions is necessary as many productions including drugs, paints and inks, cosmetics and 

foods along with functional foods are emulsions.  

1.2.Emulsion systems 

Emulsion systems are encountered in many commercial products such as food, cosmetic and 

pharmaceutic industries [5,6]. This systems are thermodynamically unstable consisting of at 

least two immiscible liquids (generally referred to as oil and water phases), one dispersed into 

the other as small spherical droplets,  that would rapidly separate to the initial homogenized 

components in the absence of stabilizers [7]. Different terms were used to describe emulsions 

and it is important to clarify those meanings which are generally based on the dispersed phase 

diameter (Table 1).  
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Table 1: Droplet diameter and properties of different types of emulsions 

Emulsion type  Droplet diameter  Appearance  

   
Macroemulsion  0.1 – 100 𝜇m Turbid/opaque  

Nanoemulsion  20 – 100 nm Transparent  

Microemulsion  5 -50 nm  Transparent  

Emulsions classification is based on the spatial distribution of the oil and water phases in the 

mixture. When oil droplets are dispersed in the watery phase, the system is referred to as oil-

in water (O/W) emulsion, whereas the opposite is called a water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion. These 

emulsions are conventional emulsions that are used to formulated various products. More 

sophisticated systems have also been described such as multiple emulsions e.g., oil-in-water-

in-oil (O/W/O) or water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) emulsions [8], solid lipid nanoparticles or 

filled hydrogel particles, that may have novel applications and performance. Over time, 

emulsions tend to break down because they are thermodynamically unfavorable systems due 

to gravitational separation, flocculation, coalescence, partial coalescence, and/or Ostwald 

ripening [9]. Being able to formulate emulsions with sufficient long kinetic stability is the main 

challenge for emulsion technologists. By incorporating substances known as “stabilizers” 

kinetic stability can be enhanced [10]. 

Emulsion stabilizers can be categorized based on the mechanism of stability of the system, we 

distinguish:  

• Emulsifier: it is a surface-active molecule adsorbing to the surface of oil droplet during 

homogenization. By adsorbing at the interface, emulsifiers facilitate oil disruption during 

emulsification process and prevent aggregation.  
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• Texture modifier: it is a substance able to thicken or gel the continuous phase. The stability 

of the system is maintained by preventing droplet movement.  

• Weighting agent: when adding this substance to the droplets it allows a density match with 

the continuous phase therefore retarding creaming or sedimentation induced by 

gravitational separation  

• Ripening retarder: being highly hydrophobic material it prevents Ostwald ripening when 

added to the dispersed phase.  

In emulsion formulation the selection of appropriate stabilizers is highly important as it affects 

the shelf life and physicochemical properties of the of the formulated product [10].  

1.3.Toward natural emulsifiers 

One of the main concern of modern consumers is to be able to use and consume minimally 

processed products (food, beverage, creams) containing natural ingredient. The industrial trend 

toward answering consumer demand is described by “clean label” ingredients for products 

formulation. The use of natural emulsifiers (as one of the major ingredients for successful 

formulation) brings up many challenges to products developers, mainly due to their lower 

performance when compared to their synthetic counterparts. Chemical and synthetic 

emulsifiers still account for 67% of global market volume [11]. The reason is simply because 

the industry could not find natural emulsifier as effective and versatile as the synthetic ones 

and should be used in combination with other ingredients in order to emulsify effectively. 

However, research and development made significant advancement in this field and more 

innovative ingredients have been proposed [12].  
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1.4.Natural surface-active compounds as emulsion stabilizers 

Surface-active emulsifiers have a strong tendency to adsorb at the oil-water interface, due to 

an appropriate amount of polar and non-polar groups in their chemical structure [13,14], the 

most common natural ones are described in Table 2.  

Table 2: Description of natural surface-active emulsifiers [12] 

Natural surface-
actives  

Source  Adsorption 
mechanism   

Stabilization 
mechanism  

Proteins  Bovine milk (caseins, whey 
proteins), animal proteins 
(gelatins), plant proteins (pea 
proteins, lupin proteins, soy 
proteins, corn germ proteins)  

Hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic amino 
acids along their 
polypeptide chains 

Electrostatic repulsion 
due to the presence 
of (–COO) or (–NH3+) 
groups 

Stearic repulsions due 
to the formation of 
thick interfacial layer  

Polysaccharides  Gum Arabic, pectin, 
galactomannans  

Low surface-activity 
thereby increasing 
continuous phase 
viscosity  

Droplet movement 
inhibition  

Phospholipids  Cell membranes of animal, 
plant, and microbial species i.e. 
lecithin  

Amphiphilic structure 
with hydrophilic head 
(phospholipid acid 
esterified with 
glycerol) and 
lipophilic tail (fatty 
acid)  

Thin interfacial layer 
prone to coalescence  

Saponins  Plant secondary metabolites  Hydrophilic sugar 
groups attached to 
non-polar aglycone 
groups. 

Electrostatic repulsion 
due to the presence 
glucuronic acids   

In order for surface-active compounds to be effective as emulsion stabilizers they require a 

number of physicochemical characteristics mainly i) appropriate ratio of polar and non-polar 

groups ii) rapid adsorption to the oil-water interface iii) interfacial tension reduction as to 

facilitate droplet disruption iv) droplet protection from aggregation via electrostatic or steric 

repulsions v) sufficient surface coverage.  
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1.5.Natural solid particles as emulsion stabilizers  

Emulsions stabilized by solid particles are referred to as Pickering emulsions based on the 

description of Pickering in 1907. Research interest on this type of emulsions increased 

tremendously between 2000 and 2018 from 0.05% to 8.0% (source: data from Web of Science). 

The reason is directly linked to the enhanced properties in emulsion stabilization when 

compared to surface-active compounds. Pickering emulsions are hardly disrupted by the 

environmental conditions due to the irreversible adsorption of particles at the oil-water 

interface. In addition, this type of emulsions offer some advantages to reduce allergic effects 

and undesirable taste characteristics when compared to conventional emulsifiers [15]. 

Pickering emulsions stability, type, morphology and characters are highly influenced by the 

type of particles used [16]. Both organic and inorganic particles have been described to produce 

O/W Pickering emulsions. Particles such as silica (SiO2) [17], calcium carbonate (CaCO3) [18] 

and  titanium dioxide (TiO2) [19] maybe used in food as Pickering stabilizers. However, such 

particles face criticism due to the suitability for food and environmental related questions [20]. 

Therefore, sustainable food-grade particles are more appealing currently.  

Among natural particles described for the stabilization of Pickering emulsions we distinguish 

natural polymers such as polysaccharide-based particles mainly starch, cellulose and chitosan. 

Furthermore, Lignin-based particles and proteins-based particles were also described as 

effective Pickering emulsions stabilizers.  
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1.6.Argania spinosa potential valorization route  

Argan tree, endemically grown in Morocco, belongs to the monospecific genus (Argania 

spinosa). It is the only representative tree of the tropical family Sapotaceae remaining in 

subtropical zone [21]. Production of edible and cosmetic oil from argan fruit kernel is the main 

activity providing income to argan forest inhabitants (~3 million people) [22]. Argan oil 

represents ~3 wt% of the whole fruit (~50% dry weight kernels), with an annual production of 

4800 tons [23]. In addition, oil industry produces large amounts of by-products that are not 

valorized: argan press cake, argan pulp and argan shell that represent ~2 wt%, ~43 wt% and 

~52.6 wt% of the argan fruit respectively [24]. Figure 1 shows argan oil extraction process and 

its industrial by-products.  

 

The industry generates large quantities of by-products that are poorly valorized either as cattle 

feed or combusted for energy purposes. Figure 2 shows the mass balance of argan industry 

products.  

Figure 1: Argan oil extraction process and its industrial by-products 
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Figure 2: Argan industry products mass balance 

Argan fruit shell is a lignocellulosic material representing the endocarp protecting the kernel 

of argan fruit. Large amounts of argan shell are produced annually (>80,000 tons based on 

calculations) and is mostly used as a source of energy by combustion [25]. El Monfalouti et al. 

(2012) reported about the polyphenol composition in argan shell and isolated (-)-epicatechin, 

iso-quercitrin, rutin, phloridzin, hyperoside, procyanidin B1 and B2, myricetin and quercitrin. 

Alaoui et al. (2002) studied triterpenoid saponins from methanol extract of argan shell. Their 

study described protobassic acid and 16𝛼-protobassic acid as aglycons linked to the 

carbohydrate moieties in the chemical structure. Furthermore, the saponins content was 

reported to be 1% in argan shell (Guillaume & Charrouf, 2005). In addition, this material 

contains a high fiber content >78%. Hence, for the added-value income to the industry, argan 

Profitable products
4,850 tons/year

(Ministère de Agriculture et de la 
Pêche maritime, 2014)

Industry by-products
158,000 tons/year

Amounts based on calculations  

Argan shell 
80,000 tons/year 

Argan pulp 
73,000 tons/year

Press cake 
5,000 tons/year

Argan oil 
4,850 tons/year
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shell could be a potential candidate to produce natural emulsifiers considering the presence of 

saponins in its secondary metabolites and the high-content of fibers.  

1.7.Aim and motivation of this thesis  

Natural ingredients represent an important concern for food industrials in order to satisfy well 

aware consumers seeking clean label. Emulsifiers are one of the most utilized ingredients in 

food formulations, they can affect stability of emulsions depending on the type of adsorption 

at the oil-water interface. Researchers have recently reported about the utilization of plant 

extracts exhibiting surface-activity to stabilize oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions as well as the 

utilization of microfibrillated cellulose to produce Pickering type emulsions. Argan shell is a 

lignocellulosic material, representing an important by-product of the argan oil industry, it is 

composed mainly of fibers >78% but also contains low molecular weight compounds in its 

structure, thus, making it a good candidate to produce natural emulsifiers. In this study, our 

aim is to use argan shell to produce surface-active ingredients and microfibrillated cellulose 

(MFC) to be utilized separately to stabilize O/W emulsions. 
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2. Chapter 2 – Emulsification properties of aqueous-ethanolic 

extracts from Argan shell powder 

 

Abstract  

The aim of this work was to extract and characterize surface-active compounds from argan 

fruit shell. Argan shell extracts were used to prepare oil-in-water emulsions using soybean oil 

as dispersed phase. Formulation and stability of emulsions were investigated during storage 

time (30 days) at two different temperatures (5℃ and 25℃). Extraction was conducted after 

size reduction of argan shell sample to a fine powder and carried out using a food-grade 

aqueous-ethanol solution (0 – 99.5 vol%). Then, solvents were evaporated, and extracts were 

freeze-dried. Argan shell extracts showed high concentrations of saponins, proteins and 

polyphenols. The five extracts against soybean oil showed similar reduction in interfacial 

tension values. Extracts were effective at producing submicron emulsions with a volume mean 

droplet size 200 nm < d4,3 < 440 nm and good physical stability at the studied temperatures. 𝜁-

potential values confirmed the adsorption of saponins on oil droplets. In addition, size 

distribution of emulsions showed a bimodal distribution that was maintained during storage. 

This is possibly due to the formation of a thick layer of proteins on oil droplets. Mechanism of 

stability of emulsions by argan fruit shell extracts is likely standing behind saponin-protein 

adsorption providing electrostatic and stearic repulsions.  

This chapter is published as: Bouhoute, M., Taarji, N., Vodo, S., Kobayashi, I., Zahar, M., 

Isoda, H., Nakajima, M., Neves, M. A. (2020). Formation and stability of emulsions using 

crude extracts as natural emulsifiers from Argan shells. Colloids and Surfaces A: 

Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 591, 124536.  
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2.1.Introduction  

Emulsions are among the most encountered systems in processed food and beverage. Salad 

dressings, butter, ice-cream, fortified energy drinks… are all emulsion systems consisting of 

two immiscible phases, one dispersed into the other, and surrounded by surface-active 

ingredients called emulsifiers [9]. Emulsions are effective delivery systems for functional 

ingredients incorporated in the dispersed phase, and isolated from the external environment by 

the continuous phase [28]. Successful formulation of such systems relies on the ability to 

appropriately select an emulsifier (based on chemical and structural properties) that can form 

and stabilize the two immiscible phases [5].  

Natural food-grade emulsifiers are subject to an extensive work that answers consumers 

increasing demand for ‘clean labels’  in food and beverage products [13]. The most encountered 

ones are proteins, polysaccharides, phospholipids, and small molecule surfactants [13,14]. Oil-

in-water (O/W) emulsions can be stabilized by the following mechanisms i) the ability to 

rapidly adsorb to oil droplets during homogenization process ii) decrease the oil-water 

interfacial tension and iii) create a protective layer that will stand as barrier to droplet 

coalescence [5]. In this field, efforts are still undergoing in order to identify novel sources of 

natural emulsifiers and thoroughly characterize and compare  their performance in forming and 

stabilizing emulsions [7].  

Saponins are small molecular weight emulsifiers that could be found in many plants of 

agricultural importance. They have an amphiphilic structure consisting of carbohydrate chains 

(hydrophilic), attached to aglycone groups of either a sterol or triterpene unit (hydrophobic) 

[29]. Recently, quillaja saponins from Quillaja Saponaria (Q-Naturale®) have been utilized to 

formulate and stabilize O/W emulsions [30]. This research led to an extensive work on 

saponins rich plants in order to increase the availability of this compound of interest. The main 

sources of saponins with industrial applications are, in addition to soap bark tree (Quillaja 
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saponaria), licorice (Glycyrrhiza species), gypsophila genus (Gypsophila paniculata), ginseng 

(Panax species), fenugreek (Trigonellafoenum‐graceum), alfalfa (Medicago sativa), Mojave 

yucca (Yucca schidigera), horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum), soapwort (Saponaria 

officinaux), and sarsaparilla (Smilax species) [31].  

As an extension to saponins utilization as O/W emulsion stabilizers a new class of food grade-

emulsifiers is being investigated. Crude natural plant extracts, containing saponins in their 

chemical structure have been utilized to formulate O/W emulsions. Recent studies have 

reported about crude extracts from sugar beet (Beta vulgaris), Yucca tree (Yucca schidigera), 

red beet (Beta vulgaris), oat bran (Avena sativa L.) and argan press cake (Argania spinosa L.) 

as natural emulsifiers (Ralla et al., 2017a, 2017b , 2018, Taarji et al., 2018). The crude extracts 

successfully generated O/W emulsions with a long shelf-life and ensured stability against 

environmental stresses. However, purity of saponins in those extracts was found to be 

significantly lower than quillaja saponins. For example, saponins content was reported to be 

0.5% for sugar beet, 0.9% for red beet, 4,2% for argan press cake, 4.6% for oat bran, 9.5% for 

yucca tree and > 68% for quillaja saponins. Nevertheless, those extracts showed similar 

performance in emulsion formulation when compared to the highly pure molecule of quillaja. 

Authors suggest that not only saponins were responsible for emulsions formulation and 

stability but rather the biogenic saponins-proteins complexes (Ralla et al., 2017a, 2017b , 2018, 

Taarji et al., 2018).  

Argan tree, endemically grown in Morocco, belongs to the monospecific genus (Argania 

spinosa). It is the only representative tree of the tropical family Sapotaceae remaining in 

subtropical zone [21]. Production of edible and cosmetic oil from argan fruit kernel is the main 

activity providing income to argan forest inhabitants (~3 million people) [22]. Argan oil 

represents ~3 wt% of the whole fruit (~50% dry weight kernels), and an annual production of 

4800 tons [23]. In addition, oil industry produces large amounts of by-products that are not 
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valorized: argan press cake, argan pulp and argan shell that represent ~2 wt%, ~43 wt% and 

~52.6 wt% of the argan fruit respectively [24]. Argan fruit shell is a lignocellulosic material 

representing the endocarp protecting the kernel of argan fruit. Large amounts of argan shell are 

produced annually (>80,000 tons based on calculations) and is mostly used as a source of 

energy by combustion [25]. El Monfalouti et al. (2012) reported about the polyphenol 

composition in argan shell and isolated (-)-epicatechin, iso-quercitrin, rutin, phloridzin, 

hyperoside, procyanidin B1 and B2, myricetin and quercitrin. Alaoui et al. (2002) studied 

triterpenoid saponins from methanol extract of argan shell. Their study described protobassic 

acid and 16𝛼-protobassic acid as aglycons linked to the carbohydrate moieties in the chemical 

structure. Furthermore, the saponins content was reported to be 1% in argan shell [37]. Hence, 

for the added-value income to the industry, argan shell could be a potential candidate to 

produce natural emulsifiers considering the presence of saponins in its secondary metabolites. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no scientific report describing the use of argan shell to 

produce natural emulsifiers so far.    

Generally, studies reporting about crude extracts as natural emulsifiers, focus on a specific 

extract that reduces the interfacial tension to a minimum value, coupled to high saponins 

content. However, these studies have not compared between emulsions prepared using extracts 

produced under different extraction conditions. Here, we show that different argan shell 

extracts, prepared by different ethanol concentrations, led to different emulsion properties. 

First, we report about argan shell extraction yields and composition, focusing mainly on 

saponins, proteins and polyphenols content. Then, we investigate interfacial properties of those 

extracts by measuring the interfacial tension of extracts solutions against soybean oil. Droplet 

size, 𝜁-potential, size distribution and visual aspect of emulsions were used to shed the light on 

the mechanisms of emulsions stability. Finally, one extract was used to assess the effect of 

extract concentration and oil-mass fraction on emulsion formation and stability. Through this 
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systemic study, we highlight the importance of emulsion trials in order to assess the efficiency 

of a crude extract to formulate and stabilize emulsions beyond interfacial characteristics and 

composition.  

2.2.Materials and methods 

2.2.1. Materials  

Two batches of argan fruit shell were provided by Argan oil-producing cooperatives located in 

the cities of Essaouira and Agadir, Morocco. Analytical-grade ethanol (99.5%), oleanolic acid 

standard (97%), vanillin, acetic acid, perchloric acid, sodium carbonate, sodium azide and 

refined soybean oil with a density at 25 °C of 0.92 mg/ml were purchased from FUJIFILM 

Wako Pure Chemical Corporation (Osaka, Japan). Folin & Ciocalteu's phenol reagent was 

prepared by MP Chemicals (Illkirch, France). Ultrapure water was produced using Arium® 

pro system (Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany) and used was to prepare all solutions and 

emulsions in the current study.  

2.2.2. Extracts preparation  

Argan shells with a size range of 25-40 mm were washed with deionized water to remove all 

impurities then left to dry at 50 °C. Size reduction was performed using Hammer mill Super-

masscolloider (MKCA6-2, Masuko Sangyo Ltd., Saitama, Japan) at 3,000 rpm for 5 min 

including 15 min rest in between additions of sample. The powder produced was then sieved 

to obtain a homogeneous argan shell powder (< 0.5 mm). Solid-liquid extraction was conducted 

using ethanol/water mixtures 0/100, 20/80, 50/50, 80/20 or 99.5/0 v/v at a powder:solvent ratio 

of 1:10 to produce argan shell extracts (ASE) and were denoted as 0-ASE, 20-ASE, 50-ASE, 

80-ASE and 99.5-ASE respectively. The suspensions were stirred using a magnetic stirrer over 

night at room temperature then centrifuged at 3,300 rpm for 30 min (Kubota 8420, Kubota 
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Corp, Tokyo, Japan) to separate the solid powder from the supernatant. Solvents were then 

evaporated at 40 °C and 49 hPa (Eyela EVP- 1100, Shanghai Co., Ltd., China). Extracts after 

evaporation were further purified by a redissolution in ultrapure water, stirring and 

centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 20 min (MX-307, Tomy Digital Biology Co., Ltd., Tokyo, 

Japan) then filtration using syringe hydrophilic membrane filter (0.45 µm) to remove water 

insoluble fractions. The filtrates were freeze-dried and stored at -20 °C until further use. In all 

the study, ASE will be referring to freeze dried extracts from argan shell powder.  

2.2.3. Extraction yield  

Since the extraction was carried out in 2 steps extraction process, the authors defined two 

extraction yields. EY1 represents the yield after evaporation of the solvent given by equation 1:  

EY!		(%, dry	basis) = 	
"!	
"#
	× 	100	               (1) 

W!	represents the weight of the extract after evaporation of the solvent, W#			represents the 

weight of raw argan shell powder.  

EY2 represents the yield after freeze-drying of extract samples, calculated using equation 2: 

EY	%	(%, dry	basis) = 	
"$%&	
"#

	× 	100				        (2) 

 W&'(		represents the weight of the extract after freeze drying operation,  W#		represents the 

weight of raw argan shell powder. 

2.2.4. Extracts analysis 

Saponins content was determined spectrophotometrically (V-570, JASCO Co., Hachioji, 

Japan) according to the method reported by Xiang et al. (2001) [38] using oleanolic acid as a 

standard with slight modification. Briefly, 0.1 ml (0.5 or 1 %) of each argan shell extract were 

mixed with 0.1 ml of 5 % vanillin-acetic acid solution and 1.2 ml of 60 % perchloric acid then 
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incubated for 20 min at 70 ℃. After cooling down, 5 ml ethyl acetate was added. Absorbance 

was measured at 550 nm against a blank solution as reference.  

Crude protein content was estimated from total nitrogen content using a nitrogen-to-protein 

conversion factor of 6.25 [39]. Nitrogen content was determined using an elemental analyzer 

(2400 II CHN, Perkin-Elmere, Waltham, Massachusetts, US). 

Total polyphenols were determined spectrophotometrically by Folin–Ciocalteau method using 

gallic acid as standard [40] with minor modification. Briefly, 0.5 ml (0.025 or 0.05 %) were 

added to 0.5 ml Folin–Ciocalteau reagent and total volume was adjusted to 8.5 ml using 

ultrapure water. The mixture was incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Additional 1.5 ml 

of 20 % sodium carbonate was added and total mixture was incubated for 20 min at 40 ℃. 

Absorbance was measured at 755 nm against a blank solution as reference.  

Viscosity and density were measured for 1 wt% argan shell extract solutions using viscometer 

and density meter (SVMTM 3001, Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria). This study reports 

dynamic viscosity and density as a function of ethanol concentration during extraction. 

2.2.5. Interfacial tension measurements  

Various solutions (0.005 – 3 wt%) were prepared using different samples of ASE. Interfacial 

tensiometer (DM-501, Kyowa Interface Science Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan) was used to identify 

the effect of ASE concentration on interfacial tension (𝛾OW) at soybean oil/water interface. 

Using pendant drop method, argan shell extract solutions were placed in syringe and a drop 

was formed by the needle until reaching its maximum volume.  Interfacial tension was 

calculated based on the drop shape according to Young-Laplace equation, immediately after 

its formation.  
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2.2.6. O/W emulsions preparation  

O/W emulsions were prepared using 1 wt% ASE or 0.1 – 4 wt% 20-ASE in ultrapure water as 

continuous phase (95 wt%, pH 5.8) and soybean oil as dispersed phase (5 wt%), sodium azide 

(0.02 wt%) was added in order to inhibit microbial proliferation during the storage. Coarse 

emulsions were prepared by high shear blending at 10,000 rpm for 5 min (Polytron PT-3100, 

Kinematica- AG, Luzern, Switzerland). Fine O/W emulsions were prepared under standardized 

conditions using high-pressure homogenization (NanoVater, NV200, Yoshida Kikai Co., Ltd., 

Japan) at 100 MPa for 4 passes. A selected extract (20-ASE) was used to assess the effect of 

the concentration of emulsifier (0.1 – 4 wt%) on volume mean droplet size of emulsions. The 

same extract (1 wt%) was then used to test the effect of oil mass fraction (5 – 30 wt%) on 

emulsions stability. 

2.2.7. Droplet size measurement   

Droplet size of emulsions was monitored using laser diffraction particle size analyzer (LS 

13,320, Beckman Coulter, Brea, USA). Droplet size was expressed as volume-based mean 

diameter, 𝑑)*	(= 	∑𝑛+	 𝑑+
) ∑𝑛+	 𝑑+

*⁄ ) or surface-based mean diameter 𝑑*%	(=

	∑𝑛+	 𝑑+
* ∑𝑛+	 𝑑+

%= ) where 𝑛+	 is the number of droplets with diameter 𝑑+. 

2.2.8. Zeta-potential measurement  

𝜁-potential of emulsions was determined using electrophoretic light scattering instrument 

(Zetasizer, Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK) after 24 h settlement of 

emulsions. Samples were diluted (1:100) using ultrapure water in order to avoid multiple 

scattering effect, then loaded into a folded 1 ml capillary cell. Refractive index of the aqueous 
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phase (1 wt% argan shell extracts in ultrapure water) and dispersed phase was set to 1.330 and 

1.432 respectively.  

2.2.9. Optical microscopy   

Morphological appearance of emulsions was assessed using an optical light microscope 

(DFC300FX, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). Emulsion samples were gently 

mixed before one drop was placed on an objective slide glass and covered by cover slip. Visual 

appearance of emulsions is also reported in this study.  

2.2.10. Emulsions stability 

Stability during storage was assessed by monitoring droplet size change over time. Emulsions 

were prepared, then stored at different temperature 5 °C or 25 °C for 30 days. Additionally, 

emulsions prepared to test the effect of oil mass fraction were kept for 10 days at 5 °C. 

2.2.11. Statistical analyses 

All experiments were conducted at least duplicates with a minimum 3 replicates, reported 

values are means and standard deviations calculated using Excel Office (One Microsoft Way, 

Redmond, Washington, U.S.). Furthermore, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

performed using SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp., Armonk, New York, U.S.).   

2.3.Results and discussion  

2.3.1. Extraction yields and extracted saponins, proteins and polyphenols from argan fruit 

shell  

Crude extraction yields after evaporation of different solvent mixtures (first extraction) and 

after freeze-drying of extracts (second extraction), EY1 and EY2 respectively, are shown in 
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Figure 3a EY1 was maximized when using 50% and 80% ethanol and decreased when using 

99.5% ethanol or water, although, there is no significant difference between the means (p > 

0.05). The purification operations consisting of centrifugation and filtration, prior to freeze-

drying of extracts, led to a decrease in EY2 by 60-74% when compared to EY1. Insoluble 

agglomerates in water were removed, and EY2 was ranging between 1.1% and 2 %. Extraction 

yields varies generally due to multiple factors related to extraction conditions and extraction 

techniques [41–43]. Thus, our results show the effect of ethanol concentration on total 

compounds mixtures solubilized by the solvent. Those findings are supported by previous 

studies reporting that ethanol could affect the extraction of soluble components from different 

natural sources [44]. To the best of our knowledge, neither extraction yields from argan fruit 

shell powder using aqueous-ethanolic solvent nor the characterization of those extracts have 

been reported in previous studies. Therefore, we selected all extracts to be analyzed in order to 

determine the presence of surface-active compounds.  

Surface-activity of plant extracts is correlated to the extract composition. Saponins and proteins 

detains surface-active properties due to the presence of hydrophilic and lipophilic moieties in 

their chemical structure [5]. In addition, physical properties of emulsions may be affected by 

the presence of some polyphenols in the continuous phase [45]. Therefore, ASE were 

characterized for their saponin, protein and polyphenol contents (Figure 3b).  

Total saponin was maximum in 99.5-ASE (391.2 ± 5.8 mg/g) followed by 80-ASE and 50-

ASE. The lowest saponins concentration was found in 0-ASE (104.7 ± 6.3 mg/g). These results 

show that while extraction yields decreased, total saponins increased with the increase of 

ethanol concentration during extraction. Solubility of saponins in water and aqueous ethanol 

varies depending on their aglycone structure and the properties of the extraction solvent [46]. 

Therefore, we suggest that argan fruit shell saponins are more soluble in ethanol or ethanol-
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water mixtures than in water. These results are similar with those reported by Ko et al. (1992) 

about an increase in saponins yield from red ginseng with high ethanol concentration.  

Protein content was ranging between 55.2 ± 18.7 mg/g and 76.6 ± 11.8 mg/g for 99.5-ASE 

and 0-ASE respectively. Proteins are well known to be highly soluble in water than in ethanol 

[47]. Thus, protein content was higher in water extract compared to ethanolic extracts. 

Furthermore, high molecular weight (HMW) proteins (i.e. >200 kDa) may have precipitated 

and removed by centrifugation and filtration processes, leading to the concentration of peptides 

in the samples. Further experiments are required in order to determine molecular weight of 

proteins in ASE.  

Total polyphenol content (TPC) can be grouped into 2 levels: the highest contents (297.2 ± 

46.0 - 320.9 ± 15.2 mg/g extract) for 99.5-ASE and 80-ASE respectively, and the lowest 

contents (153.7 ± 7.8 - 202.3 ± 21.1 mg/g extract) for 0-ASE and 20-ASE. Generally, authors 

suggest that 80 vol% aqueous ethanol is the optimum solvent for extraction of phenolics from 

plant material. Similarly, in our results we found the highest polyphenol content extracted using 

80 vol% ethanol [48].  

2.3.2. Interfacial tension of argan fruit shell extracts  

Figure 4 shows that all ASE samples were able to reduce interfacial tension at oil/water 

interface with increasing their concentrations. At high concentration of 3 wt%, ASE reduced 

the interfacial tension to minimal average of 11.2 mN/m, noting a decrease by up to 45% when 

compared to interfacial tension between ultrapure water and soybean oil (25.5 mN/m). This 

indicate that surface-active compounds were adsorbed at the oil-water interface. Interestingly, 

the composition of ASE did not affect the reduction of interfacial tension, and the trend 

remained similar. The highest saponin content found in ASE prepared with ≥ 50 vol% ethanol 

did not further decrease the interfacial tension as expected. Those findings are consistent with 
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previous study on Korean Ginseng extracts that showed similar interfacial tension despite a 

different compositions [49]. In addition, reported plant extracts exhibiting surface-activity 

from argan press cake, sugar beet or Quillaja reduce the interfacial tension to minimal values 

of 5 – 16.3 mN/m (Ralla et al., 2017b; Taarji et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2013). This indicates that 

all ASE fall into the range of plant extracts utilized as effective emulsifiers. Other traditional 

natural emulsifiers such as proteins (𝛽-casein), polysaccharide (gum arabic) or phospholipids 

(soy lecithin) reduce interfacial tension values to 19, 10 – 47 and 2 mN/m respectively [5,51]. 

This suggest that ASE were more efficient at reducing interfacial tension than proteins and 

polysaccharides.  

The mechanism of adsorption of proteins is known to be time dependent, since they undergo 

conformational changes to expose hydrophobic side chain to the oil phase. In contrast, saponins 

tend to adsorb faster thus reducing interfacial tension in a shorter lag-time. Mixtures of 

saponins-proteins also result in a slower movement when compared to saponins alone [52–54]. 

Therefore, considering the reported values of interfacial tension taken immediately after the 

adsorption of ASE at the oil phase, we suggest that surface-activity of ASE is mainly based on 

the adsorption of saponins and/or saponins-proteins complexes.  

2.3.3. Effect of argan fruit shell extracts on formation and characterization of O/W emulsions 

Practically, when investigating new sources of emulsifiers it is more appealing to use the lowest 

amounts possible of emulsifier to stabilize emulsions [55]. Thus, we fixed a total emulsifier 

concentration of 1 wt% in order to test ASE effectiveness to forming and stabilizing emulsions. 

This concentration corresponds to an average interfacial tension value of 13 mN/m. Similar 

results were also reported by Taarji et al. (2018) when using 1 wt% argan press cake extracts 

and interfacial tension was reduced to an average 12.3 mN/m at soybean oil interface. In 

addition, we confirm that 1 wt% ASE does not affect the dynamic viscosity or density of 
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ultrapure water as shown in Figure 9. Emulsion viscosity is assumed to be proportional to the 

continuous phase viscosity [56]. Thus, the mechanism of emulsion formation is suggested to 

be based on molecular adsorption of surface-active compounds rather than rheological 

properties of ASE solutions. 

As expected, all ASE were able to produce submicron emulsions with minimum 𝑑*%	and 

𝑑)*	values (Figure 5). Hence, relative abilities of ASE as emulsifying agents at pH = 5.8 were 

found to lie in this order 20-ASE > 0-ASE > 80-ASE > 50-ASE > 99.5-ASE. Surprisingly, 20-

ASE was the most effective emulsifier at producing small droplets during homogenization 

(𝑑*%	= 132 ± 11 nm; 𝑑)*	= 201 ± 23 nm). This extract did not show the highest saponins and 

proteins concentration (235.3 ± 14.8 mg/g; 74.4 ± 11.7 mg/g respectively) nor the largest 

reduction in interfacial tension values (13 ± 0.7 mN/m). Additionally, 0-ASE also achieved 

rather small droplet size (𝑑*%	= 157 ± 3 nm; 𝑑)*	= 242 ± 7 nm) with the lowest saponins 

concentration. This results are slightly different from the ones reported about argan press cake 

saponins. Taarji et al. (2018) showed that 50 vol% ethanol extract exhibiting the highest 

saponins of 4.2 % and < 1% proteins contents formed a droplet size of (𝑑*%	= 107 nm, 2 wt% 

extract, 5 wt% soybean oil).  

ASE compositions play an important role in the adsorption of surface-active compounds at the 

interfacial layer. Competitive adsorption between saponins and proteins present in the extracts 

might have taken place during homogenization. In addition, other compounds like polyphenols 

could interact with proteins in the aqueous phase, through hydrophobic or hydrophilic 

interactions. This could lead to the formation of new complexes that could affect proteins 

adsorption. Results of ASE composition (Figure 1) confirms this hypothesis, since both 0-ASE 

and 20-ASE had low polyphenols content. Moreover, non-adsorbed emulsifiers in 

heterogeneous systems can also cause emulsion instability as a consequence of depletion 

flocculation mechanism. This phenomenon corresponds to an osmotic effect due to the 
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exclusion of free biopolymers from a narrow region surrounding oil droplets [57,58]. This was 

assessed by the optical microscopy images of the fresh emulsions (Figure 10)  detecting small 

flocs for fresh emulsions prepared with ≥ 50 vol% ethanol. Similar results on aqueous garlic 

extracts prove that a higher concentration of surface-active compounds leads to depletion 

flocculation and bridging flocculation that impact droplet size of emulsions [59].  

The electrical charge of emulsions formed with different ASE was found highly negative. 𝜁-

potential was ranging between −46.3 and −51.5 mV (Figure 5). Electrical charge of oil droplets 

generates electrostatic repulsions between droplets preventing agglomeration and therefore 

creaming and phase separation of the emulsions. Thus, high values of 𝜁-potential can affect 

emulsions stability. Losso et al. (2005) described that values of 𝜁-potential of -41 to -50 mV 

have a good stability. Other authors suggest that in order to predict distinct stability, the 

absolute magnitude of 𝜁-potential should be at least 10 mV [61]. From our results, we can 

hypothesize that all extracts prepared with different concentrations of ethanol can stabilize 

emulsions, due to electrostatic repulsions between oil droplets. Nevertheless, we cannot predict 

any enhanced properties for one extract among the others due to the small difference between 

𝜁-potential values.  

Finally, 𝜁-potential values further confirm that saponins could be the major adsorbed 

component to the oil surface. Hydroxyl groups found in argan shell saponins structure [27] 

could interact with water molecules via hydrogen bonds thus leading to their ionization and 

therefore to the large magnitude in negative 𝜁-potential. Nevertheless, the negative charge 

could also result from ionic impurities or mineral composition of ASE. Similarly, Taarji et al. 

(2018)  reported about the presence of glucuronic acids in argan press cake saponins as a source 

of negative charge of oil droplets at neutral pH, yet, the same study showed that at pH ≈ pKa 

(3.25) the emulsions maintained a relatively high negative charge. Further studies are 
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undergoing to assess the effect of pH and ionic strength on 𝜁-potential of emulsions prepared 

with ASE.  

2.3.4. Influence of storage time and temperature on emulsions stability  

The stability of the obtained emulsions using 1 wt% ASEs was assessed. Overall, no significant 

variation was observed up to 30 days storage at 5 ℃ when using ASE (Figure 6a). The 

difference was observed in the initial mean droplet size as reported in the previous section. 

Droplet size of emulsion was maintained during storage. For example, emulsions prepared 

using 20-ASE showed the lowest droplet size 𝑑)*	of 201 ± 23 nm for fresh emulsions and 𝑑)*	 

of 203 ± 14 nm after 30 days storage. Submicron emulsions with higher mean droplet size 

were observed for emulsions prepared with 99.5-ASE, values of 403 ± 33 and 437 ± 40 

respectively for fresh emulsions and after 30 days storage. Similar results were also noted when 

emulsions were stored at 25 ℃ (Figure 6b). Thus, higher temperature did not affect the stability 

of emulsions, and volume-based mean droplet size of the different emulsions remained nearly 

unchanged. 

A thin creamy layer appeared on the top of all emulsions prepared with 0 – 80 ASE (Figure 

6c). The creaming was intensified for the emulsion prepared with 99.5-ASE and a serum of the 

continuous phase was visible after 30 days storage at 25 ℃. The creaming rate expressed by 

creaming velocity can be calculated from Stokes’ law:  

𝜈 = "#$!(&"'	&#)
*	+"

                      (3) 

ν represents the velocity of droplet, ρ is the density of continuous phase (w) and oil (o), 

respectively, r is droplet radius,		𝜂, is the viscosity of continuous phase, and g is the 

acceleration due to gravity [62]. Since all extract’s solutions (1 wt%) showed similar density 

and viscosity (Figure 9), creaming velocity of the prepared emulsions is only correlated to 
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emulsions radius. Thus, emulsions presenting higher droplet size are more exposed to 

creaming. The calculated creaming velocity of the samples is ranging between 3 – 12 mm for 

30 days storage. This range corresponds to emulsions prepared by 20-ASE and 99.5-ASE 

respectively.  

In addition, despite the highly negative 𝜁-potential values reported in the previous section, 

micrographs of emulsions showed flocculation after 30 days storage (Figure 10). Flocculation 

induced by bridging with an adsorbing emulsifier, or by depleting with non-adsorbing one is 

particularly applicable for protein-stabilized emulsions  [63]. Therefore, we suggest that 

emulsions were also stabilized by proteins. Adsorbed proteins at the interface of oil droplets 

could interact with each other, thus, inducing flocculation. Other non-adsorbed molecules still 

present in the continuous phase could also affect the stability of the emulsions.  

Droplet size distribution was assessed simultaneously by laser diffraction (Figure 7). Bimodal 

distributions were encountered independently of the type of extract utilized to stabilize 

emulsions. A first peak at around 100 nm and a second one around 400 nm were observed for 

all prepared emulsions, in addition a third peak at 1500 nm was encountered when using 99.5-

ASE as emulsifier. Moreover, the overlay of size distribution matched strongly when 

comparing emulsions after 1 day and stabilized emulsions after one-month storage at 5 ℃ or 

25 ℃. This might indicate that a thick layer of surface-actives has formed on oil droplets thus 

inhibiting coalescence via steric repulsion. Our results suggest that none of the extracts behave 

similarly at the interface of the oil droplets, despite similar values of interfacial tension 

described in section 3.2. Furthermore, 20-ASE showed the lowest mean droplet size, yet, the 

size distribution of its emulsions showed the presence of larger droplets that could lead to 

Ostwald ripening [64]. We suggest that not only saponins are responsible for small oil droplet 

formation during homogenization, rather a mixture of saponins and proteins interacting 
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strongly at the oil interface through electrostatic and hydrophobic interaction thus creating a 

thick layer at the oil interface.  

The complexity of crude plant extracts composition renders adsorption mechanism of surface-

active molecules challenging to understand, since they are non-purified compounds. Different 

structures could result from mixed emulsifier systems, thus affecting the stability of emulsions 

[65,66].  Xu et al. (2019) reported about combined hydrolyzed rice glutelin and quillaja saponin 

on formation and stability of emulsions. Their study showed that a thicker interfacial layer was 

formed due to the presence of proteins. It seems that the formulation and stability of emulsions 

using such kind of mixtures is highly dependent on the saponin:protein ratio. For example, 

mean droplet diameter of emulsions stabilized with quillaja saponin-hydrolyzed rice glutelin 

at a ratio 1:1 was the lowest (180	nm), and remained stable when increasing saponin content 

up to 4:1. Reichert et al. (2018) showed that Quillaja saponins interfacial behavior was more 

sensitive to the presence of proteins than lecithin due to molecular interactions leading to the 

formation of complexes at interfaces and/or in the continuous phase. To the best of our 

knowledge, adsorption mechanism of crude extracts has not yet been verified in previous 

studies.  

2.3.5. Effect of selected extraction condition (20-ASE) on emulsion characteristics  

The purpose of this section was to assess the effect of 20-ASE on emulsions stability as a model 

extract to be utilized in emulsion formulations. The reason behind selecting this extract was its 

ability to produce emulsions with the lowest mean droplet size. Therefore, the effect of oil mass 

fraction on mean droplet size up to 30 days and visual aspect were assessed.  

Figure 8a displays the variations in mean droplet size (𝑑)*	) during storage at 5 ℃ of O/W 

emulsions prepared with 1 wt% 20-ASE in ultrapure water as continuous phase and a dispersed 

phase consisting of 10 - 30 wt% soybean oil. 20-ASE could stabilize 10 wt% soybean oil up to 
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30 days with an average 𝑑)*	of 527 nm. As we increase the concentration of oil to 20 wt% we 

notice an increase in 𝑑)*	values from 1009 ± 271 nm for the fresh emulsions to 1601 ± 25 nm 

after 30 days storage. The same trend was also observed when using 30 wt% of oil, 𝑑)*	values 

were 1747 ± 361 nm and 2449 ± 30 nm respectively for fresh emulsions and after 30 days 

storage. Similar trend was also observed at 25 ℃ storage for 30 days (Figure 8b). Furthermore, 

emulsions showed creaming related to the increase in droplet size with time and an increase in 

emulsions viscosity and no oiling-off was observed (Figure 8c). The results show stable 

submicron emulsions prepared with 10 wt% oil up to 30 days at both studied temperature. 

Signals of instability when using over 20 wt% oil are probably related to insufficient 

concentration of ASE to fully stabilize oil droplets and/or increase of the viscosity of emulsion 

system preventing a size reduction of oil droplets during homogenization [9]. All in all, 20-

ASE could stabilize emulsions with a concentration of oil up to 10 wt%. The stability is related 

to adsorption of surface-actives compounds on oil droplet. Emulsions stability with high 

concentrations of oil could be improved with higher concentrations of 20-ASE.  

2.4.Conclusion 

Emulsions formulation and stability using natural emulsifiers is varying considerably due to 

the source and the type of surface-active compounds. This is even more the case when using 

crude extracts from plant material as emulsion stabilizers. Mostly, interfacial tension and 

composition are used to confirm the tendency of an emulsifier to formulate a stable emulsion. 

However, systemic studies also offer more reflection on the mechanism behind a successful 

stability. Currently, there is still no clear understanding of stability mechanism of emulsions 

using crude extracts as emulsifiers. One of the challenges is the complexity of the extract 

composition at molecular level, both at the bulk phase and at the interface of oil droplets. When  

surface-active compounds adsorb at the oil interface, other compounds could interact to disrupt 
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this adsorption. Furthermore, purification of surface-actives does not ensure similar 

emulsifying performance. Hence, future work will have to be conducted in this field in order 

to understand the mechanisms behind the utilization of crude extracts as emulsifiers.  

The study showed the possibility of using argan fruit shell aqueous-ethanolic extracts as natural 

emulsifiers. Composition and interfacial tension were determined prior to emulsion 

formulation.  Our results showed that with the same starting material, but different extraction 

conditions, all extracts were capable of producing submicron emulsions with highly negative 

charge and good physical stability. The stability mechanism is believed to be electrostatic and 

stearic repulsion. The saponins at the interface provide the highly negative charge at the oil 

droplet surface. Furthermore, proteins possibly interacted with saponins to form a thick layer, 

thus inhibiting droplet coalescence. This work could be extended in order to evaluate the 

potential of argan fruit shell extracts to stabilize emulsions against environmental stresses such 

as pH, salt and temperature in order to be applied in the food industry.  
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Figure 3: (a) Effect of ethanol concentration on (a) extractions yields from argan shell powder after 

evaporation of solvents (EY1) and after freeze-drying (EY2) and on (b) total saponins, polyphenols and 

proteins content in ASE. Means with the same letter/symbol are not significantly different at p > 0.05. 
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Figure 4: Influence of argan shell extracts prepared using 0-99.5 aqueous ethanol (0-ASE – 99.5-ASE) on 

interfacial tension (γOW) at soybean oil/water interface at room temperature. 
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Figure 5: Effect of ethanol concentration during extaction on emulsion volume-base mean droplet size 

(d43) and surface-mean droplet size (d32) and ζ-Potential of 5 wt% soybean oil-in water emulsions. 
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Figure 6 (a, b):  Effect of storage time on emulsions volume-based mean droplet size (d43) stabilized 

with 1 wt% of different ASE at (a) 5 ℃ and (b) 25 ℃ for 30 days. 
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Figure 7 (c):  Effect of storage time on emulsions volume-based mean droplet size (d43) 

stabilized with 1 wt% of different ASE on the visual aspect of emulsions prepared with 0-ASE, 

20-ASE, 50-ASE, 80-ASE or 99.5-ASE (from left to right, 1-5). 
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Figure 8 (d):  Microscopic images of emulsions prepared with 20-ASE after 1 day and 30 days. 
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Figure 9: Droplet size distribution profiles of emulsions and after 1 days and 30 days storage at 5 ℃ and 25 

℃ using ASE (a) 0-ASE (b) 20-ASE (c) 50-ASE (d) 80-ASE (e) 99.5-ASE. 
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Figure 10 (a, b): Effect of storage time on volume-based mean droplet size (d43) of emulsions 

containing 10 – 30 wt% soybean oil and stabilized by 20-ASE at (a) 5 ℃ and (b) 25 ℃ for 30 days. 
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Figure 11 (c): Effect of storage time on the visual aspect of emulsions, prepared with 10 wt%, 20 wt% 

or 30 wt%  after one day and after 30 days storage at 5 ℃ and 25 ℃. 
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Figure 12: Dynamic viscosity and density of 1 wt% ASE in ultrapure water at 5 ℃. 
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Figure 13: optical micrographs of emulsions stabilized with 0, 50, 80, 99.5-ASE after 1 day and 30 days 

storage. 
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3. Chapter 3 – Isolation and Characterization of Cellulose 

from Argan shell: Effect of Alkali treatment 

 

Abstract  

Cellulose was isolated from argan shell powder using a combination of alkali and bleaching 

treatments, 0.001 – 20% NaOH and H2O2 were used for this purpose. We studied the effect of 

alkali treatment on chemical, morphological and thermal properties of the produced residues. 

The resuls of hemicellulose, lignin and cellulose contents showed that there is an increase in 

cellulose content when increasing the concentration of NaOH. SEM micrographs did show a 

slight decrease in particle size of the residues and an entangled form of fibers that aggregates. 

FTIR analysis confirmed that alkali and bleaching treatments gradually removed hemicellulose 

and lignin from argan cell wall gradually with increasing NaOH concentration. In general, the 

purified cellulose isolated from argan shell have the potential for the preparation of 

microfibrillated cellulose using mechanical disintegration.  

 

 

 

 

This chapter will be submitted for review as: Bouhoute, M., Taarji, N., de Oliveira, F. L., 

Habibi Y., Kobayashi I., Zahar M., Isoda H., Nakajima M., Neves M. (in preparation). Isolation 

and Characterization of Cellulose from Argan shell: Effect of Alkali treatment  
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3.1.Introduction 

With the increasing concerns toward environmental issues, biomass-based resources are 

continuously attracting research and development to deliver more environmentally friendly 

products. Natural fibers as the main source of cellulose detain several advantages with regard 

to their high strength and low density in addition to the fact that they are renewable and 

biodegradable [67]. Endless resources of cellulose fibers can be found in nature from fibrous 

plants, such as jute, sisal, coir, bamboo, bagasse, pineapple leaf, etc. [68], therefore, cellulose 

characteristics and purity depends mainly on the origin and the natural source but also on the 

isolation process [69]. Cellulose is defined as a linear carbohydrate polymer of repeating 𝛽(1,4) 

D-glucopyranose units. The monomers are linked by glycosidic oxygen bridges with  a degree 

of polymerization varying between 10,000 and 15,000 in wood and cotton respectively [70].  

Argan oil produced from Argania spinosa, an endemic species of south-west Morocco, is an 

internationally notorious cosmetic and edible oil driving attention due to its virtuous. However, 

only 3% of the species fruit represent the oil extracted from the kernel, the remaining parts are 

processing residues that are poorly valorized. Argan shell, endocarp protecting the fruit kernel, 

is an abundant biomass representing approximatively 52% of the fruit total mass (Figure 2) and 

is mostly composed of 73.6% fibers [71]. The utilization of argan shell is for now limited to its 

combustion by the local population as this biomass is able to burn for long time [25].  The 

commercial production of argan shell in southwestern Morocco generates an additional modest 

income to argan oil producers with a local selling price of (0.05 $/kg)  [72]. Knowing the 

potential of this biomass to generate high value income products, led to few researches oriented 

toward argan shell valorization and utilization. Quaiss et al. (2015) reported about the 

incorporation of argan shell in the polymer matrix as a filler and demonstrated effective 

reinforcement of the polymer composite [73]. Bouqbis et al. (2016) described biochar from 
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argan shell to contain major nutrients and less heavy metals and recommended its utilization 

as soil amendment [74]. Laaziz et al. (2017) produced bio-composites based on polylactic acid 

and argan shell and reported about the effect of surface treatment on the morphology and 

thermal properties of the bio-composites [75]. El Moumen et al. (2020) presented a numerical 

model of the mechanical properties of bio-composites based on polypropylene and argan shell 

[76]. These studies demonstrate the tendency to utilize argan shell more efficiently to produce 

an effective material, however, none have reported about cellulose isolation and purification.  

In the present work, we report about the effect of alkali treatment on argan shell fibers with 

various concentrations (0.001%, 1%, 10%, 20%) of sodium hydroxide when compared to 

untreated argan shell. We report also about the effect of a combined constant bleaching 

treatment on purified cellulose. We aim by this work to identify the successful chemical 

pretreatment to produce microfibrillated cellulose (chapter 3) to be successfully utilized as 

O/W Pickering emulsifier, thus, expanding the income of this endemic fruit.  

3.2.Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Materials  

Argan shells were obtained from Agadir region in Morocco. Sodium hydroxyde (NaOH), 

potassium hydroxide (KOH), hydrogen preoxyde (30% H2O2), hydrochloric acid (HCl), 

sodium chrlorite (NaClO2), were puchased from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation 

(Osaka, Japan). Ultrapure water was produced using an Arium® pro system (Goettingen, 

Germany) and was used to prepare all solutions. 

3.2.2. Cellulose purification  

Argan shells size was reduced using hammer mill crashers (Masuko Sangyo Ltd., Saitama, 

Japan) the powder was then sieved to a homogeneous size ~ 62𝜇m. The material was soaked 
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in an alkaline solution (0.001%, 1%, 10%, 20% NaOH) with a ratio of 1:10 for 24h and room 

temperature. The temperature was increased to 90°C for 3 hours before cooling down. The 

material was washed until neutral pH. Bleaching consisted in treating the residue of alkali 

treated argan shell using 3% H2O2 with a ratio of 1:5 at 90°C for 3 hours. Figure 11 represent 

the purification process of cellulose from argan shell.  

3.2.3. Characterization of Argan fibers  

3.2.3.1.Cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and ash contents  

The resulting residues from alkali and bleaching treatments were characterized with regards to 

their cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and ash contents. First, lignin content was determined by 

delignifying the residues by acidification using sodium chlorite and acetic acid method [77]. 

Briefly, the dried powders were added to ultrapure water with a ratio 1:32 then NaClO2 was 

added to the slurry with a powder: NaClO2 ratio of 1:0.6. Acetic acid was then added gradually 

0.2 ml/ hour and the reaction time continued for 6 hours at 72 ℃. Supernatant of the reaction 

represented the hydrolyzed lignin whereas the dried insoluble residue represented 

holocellulose. Hemicellulose was then extracted from the recovered holocellulose using alkali 

treatment  [78]. Briefly, the recovered holocellulose powder was treated using 10% KOH at 

powder:solvent ratio of 1:20, the reaction was conducted for 10 hours at 35 ℃.  The supernatant 

of the reaction represented hemicellulose and the insoluble residue represented cellulose 

content (Figure 12).  

The carbohydrates mass balance was reported as %dry mass, the ash content was determined 

and subtracted from the cellulose content. Ash content was determined by placing the dried 

cellulose residue in muffle furnace at 500 ℃	for 12 hours.  
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3.2.3.2.Morphology and particle size  

The alkali treated and bleached residues from argan shell powder were characterized for their 

particle size and aspect. After airdrying the samples Scanning Electron Microscope 

(Hitachi Miniscope TM-1000, Japan) was used to visualize the cellulosic particles 

3.2.3.3.FTIR 

Examination of changes in the chemical composition of Argan shell after alkali and bleaching 

treatments were carried out using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The samples 

were dried before mixing with KBr 1:100. Sample/KBr. The scan of each sample was recorded 

from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 with a resolution of 2 cm-1 in transmission mode.  

3.2.3.4.DSC 

Thermograms of untreated argan shell and alkali and bleached residue were determined using 

a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC 60 plus, Shimadzu, Japan). Briefly, 6 mg of each 

sample was heated in an aluminum pan from 25 ℃ to 300 ℃ and a heating rate of 10 ℃/min.  

3.2.3.5.TGA  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a 409 PC Luxx– Netzsch, Germany. 

The analyses were conducted under nitrogen atmosphere at a constant flow rate of 100 ml/min. 

Samples (10 - 15 mg) were heated from 30 to 800°C at a constant heating rate of 20°C min-1. 
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3.3.Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Composition of argan shell residues  

Figure 13 shows the variation in hemicellulose, lignin and cellulose content after the chemical 

purification of argan shell using variable concentration of alkali solutions (0.001%-20%) and 

a constant bleaching treatment. Alkali treatment causes the hydrolysis of constituents such as 

starch, pectin but more importantly hemicellulose [79]. The bleaching treatment on the other 

hand induces de removal of lignin and phenols. A nucleophilic reaction between the aromatic 

rings of lignin and H2O2 generating hydroxyl, carboxyl and carbonyl groups facilitating lignin 

solubilization and therefore cellulose purification [79,80]. The effect of NaOH on cellulose 

isolation was highlighted. The results show that 20 % NaOH led to less hemicellulose and 

lignin contents. However, the purified cellulose in that case is considered alkali cellulose 

“mercerized cellulose” and therefore the natural structure of cellulose from argan shell was 

modified with higher alkali treatment.  

3.3.2. Description of fiber’s morphology 

The chemical pretreatment that argan shell undergo leads to structural and chemical changes 

in the fibers. Morphological properties of argan shell residues along chemical treatment 

0.001% - 20% NaOH followed by bleaching are shown in Figure 14 (a-d 1,2). The morphology 

of the fibers shows a small decrease of the dimension of particles at high alkali concentration 

and a constant bleaching treatment possibly resulting from a loss of matrix in the cell wall, 

aggregation of microfibrils could also be a possible explanation to this phenomenon. Pores 

were observed on the surface of treated particles which could be explained by a loss of lignin 

and hemicellulose. The particle size varied between 22 ± 12 and 42	± 13 𝜇m and the general 

aspect of the fibers show high entanglement and aggregation.  
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3.3.3. Chemical and thermal properties of treated argan shell residues  

Figure 15 shows the changes in FTIR spectra of chemically purified argan shell using variable 

concentration of alkali solutions (0.001%-20%) and a constant bleaching treatment to identify 

the changes in functional groups present in the samples. A broad vibration was observed in all 

samples in the 3600-3000 cm-1 region, this adsorption band is attributed to -OH groups found 

in lignocellulosic materials [81]. The peaks at 1739 cm-1 correspond to C=O groups in acetyl 

and uronic ester groups of hemicellulose [82]. This first band disappears gradually with 

increasing alkali treatment from 0.001% NaOH until 20% NaOH. Therefore, increasing alkali 

concentration leads to an effective removal of hemicellulose from argan shell powder. The 

peak at 2900 cm-1 correspond to the aliphatic C–H stretching of lignin, and cellulose [83]. In 

addition the adsorption band in the 1670-1540 cm-1 region is attributed to the aromatic C=C 

stretch, therefore, aromatic rings and conjugated carbonyl groups found in lignin structure 

remained in the treated samples [84]. Alkali and bleaching treatments did not enable the 

removal of all lignin found in argan cell wall, thus the peak remained present when using 

further mechanical treatment.  

Figure 16 shows the DSC curves obtained for untreated argan shell and alkali/bleaching treated 

(20% NaOH) residue. The samples were dried overnight before conducting the experiment 

therefore no peak was recorded between 100-120 °C corresponding to water evaporation. Two 

peaks were detected in both untreated and treated argan shell between 170-230 °C, these peaks 

are exothermic corresponding to the degradation of hemicellulose in the sample. Hemicellulose 

is composed of branched amorphous structure of various saccharides (xylose, mannose, 

glucose, galactose, etc.). The structure of hemicellulose leads to volatiles (CO, CO2 and 

hydrocarbons) this peaks are therefore attributed to charring of the residues [83]. The 

degradation temperature of cellulose is known to occur between 290-375°C and this is due to 
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the unbranched glucose units forming the long polymer, thus, leading to higher stability [83]. 

In addition, lignin degrades over 500-900 °C [85].  Unfortunately, the DSC curves do not show 

the degradation of cellulose and lignin.  

Figure 17 shows the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of untreated argan shell and 

chemically treated argan shell, the samples were dried prior to analysis. The weight loss of 

both samples stated at approximately the same temperature of 230 ℃ and reached a dominant 

peak at 370℃, 362℃ for untreated and treated argan shell respectively. This result may indicate 

that the treated sample had a similar degradation behavior compared to the raw material.  

3.4.Conclusion 

Cellulose have been successfully extracted combining alkali and bleaching treatments. Alkali 

concentration was the main parameter that was controlled in this study. We confirm that 

increasing NaOH concentration we improved the properties of the purified cellulose. 

Hemicellulose, lignin and cellulose contents reported in the different samples of argan shell 

residues (untreated and treated) showed that there is a slight increase in cellulose concentration 

in the sample however, hemicellulose and lignin still remain in all studied samples. 

Considering the high concentration of NaOH (20%), the purified cellulose obtained and 

selected for our study represents mercerized cellulose. SEM micrographs showed that alkali 

treatment improved the morphology of the fibers. FTIR analysis showed that the chemical 

treatment effectively removed hemicellulose and lignin from the samples. Further thermal 

analysis of TGA and DSC confirmed this tendency. This study could lead to a successful 

preparation of microfibrillated cellulose from argan shell for seeking it’s characterization and 

utilization as natural emulsifier.  
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Figure 14: Process of purification of cellulose from Argan shell 
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Figure 15: Description of delignification and hemicellulose extraction for characterization purposes of argan 

shell residues 
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Figure 16: Hemicellulose, lignin and cellulose content in untreated, alkali treated and bleached 

argan shell and microcrystaline cellulose as control, the parameter that was varied is the 

concentration of NaOH (a) 0.001% NaOH (b) 1% NaOH (c) 10% NaOH (d) 20% NaOH 
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Figure 17: SEM micrographs of argan shell residues after (a.1, b.1, c.1, d.1) alkali treatment 

(o.001%, 1%, 10%, 20%) and bleaching treatment (a.2, b.2, c.2, d.2) 
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Figure 18: FTIR spectrum of untreated argan shell and alkali (0.001% -20% NaOH) and 

bleached residues 
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Figure 19: DSC curve of untreated argan shell vs 20% NaOH and bleached argan shell residue 
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Figure 20: TGA thermogram of untreated argan shell vs 20% NaOH and bleached argan shell 

residue 
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4. Chapter 4 – Microfibrillated cellulose from Argania 

spinosa shell as sustainable solid particles for O/W 

Pickering emulsion 

 

Abstract  

Microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) from Argan (Argania spinosa) shells was prepared first by 

chemically purifying cellulose using alkali and bleaching treatments, then mechanical 

disintegration via high pressure homogenization to isolate elementary fibrils of cellulose. 

Chemical characterization of raw argan shell (AS-R), purified cellulose (AS-C), and argan shell 

MFC (AS-MFC) included FT-IR, XRD, NMR. Morphological characterization of AS-MFC 

was assessed using TEM and particle size was determined. The use of AS-MFC as oil-in-water 

(o/w) emulsions stabilizer was investigated. The effect of particles concentration was assessed 

and led to long term stability (15 days) of o/w emulsions at high concentration of AS-MFC 

confirmed by droplet size d4,3 and creaming index. This study also shows the suitable oil 

concentration to reach the maximum volume of emulsion using 1% w/w AS-MFC. The results 

show AS-MFC could stabilize 70% w/w MCT oil without visual phase separation. Finally, 

CLSM shows the adsorption of AS-MFC at the oil-water interface and the formation of a 3D 

network surrounding oil droplets by larger fibrils confirming Pickering emulsion formation 

and stabilization with this new material.  

This chapter was submitted for review as: Bouhoute, M., Taarji, N., de Oliveira, F. L., 

Habibi Y., Kobayashi I., Zahar M., Isoda H., Nakajima M., Neves M. (Under review). 

Microfibrillated cellulose from Argania spinosa shells as sustainable solid particles for O/W 

Pickering emulsions.  
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4.1.Introduction  

Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion is a system encountered in many commercial products such as 

food, cosmetic and pharmaceutic industries [9,57]. This system  is thermodynamically unstable 

consisting of two immiscible liquids, one dispersed into the other,  that would rapidly separate 

to the initial homogenized components in the absence of stabilizers [7]. Emulsion stabilizers 

can be categorized into surface-active emulsifiers (surfactants) and thickening or gelling agents 

depending on the mechanism of stability [86]. Furthermore, solid particles were also described 

to stabilize emulsions forming the so called ‘Pickering emulsions’ that were first reported by 

Pickering (1907).  Pickering emulsions are formed when solid particles accumulate at the oil-

water interface forming a steric barrier that prevent coalescence and Ostwald ripening [87]. 

Partial wetting of particles by the oil and the water phases is needed for an effective anchoring 

of the particles at the interface [88]. This shows enhanced properties in emulsion stabilization 

when compared to surface-active compounds that can easily be disrupted by the environmental 

conditions. In addition, this type of emulsions offer some advantages to reduce allergic effects 

and undesirable taste characteristics when compared to conventional surfactants [15].  

Pickering emulsions stability, type, morphology and characters are highly influenced by the 

type of particles used [16]. Both organic and inorganic particles have been described to produce 

O/W Pickering emulsions. Particles such as silica (SiO2) [17], calcium carbonate (CaCO3) [18] 

and  titanium dioxide (TiO2) [19] maybe used in food as Pickering stabilizers. However, such 

particles face criticism due to the suitability for food and environmental related questions [20]. 

Therefore, sustainable food-grade particles such as starch granules, cellulose nanocrystals, 

bacterial cellulose nanocrystals, microfibrillated cellulose, nanofibrillated cellulose gained 

more attention in recent studies [20,86,89–94].  

Cellulose is a biopolymer composed of linear chains of 1–4-linked β-D-glucopyranose 

structuring cellulose microfibrils. Microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) have been produced by 
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mechanical disintegration using different methods such as, homogenization [95] micro-

fluidization [96] micro-grinding [97]. MFC typically shows interesting properties such as i) 

high specific surface area, ii) high strength and stiffness and iii) low weight that was reported 

as suitable for the formation and stabilization of Pickering emulsions [93,98]. Various 

lignocellulosic materials have been used for MFC isolation [99–104]. However, fewer studies 

applied the isolated fibers to formulate emulsions [93,94,105]. Thus, due to the growing 

demand for cellulosic fibers, research interest is now shifting toward sustainable and abundant 

sources such as agricultural by-products that have currently low value [106].  

Argan (Argania spinosa L.) species endemically found in Morocco, produces a highly 

notorious fruit used for oil production. In early 21st century, argan oil made a breakthrough to 

international markets due to its virtues. Argan tree tolerance for  hard climate conditions of dry 

arid lands and poor precipitations, procured to argan oil its high antioxidant, anti-cancer and 

anti-acne properties [107]. Nevertheless, argan oil represents only 3% of the industrial 

production, the remaining are by-products that are not valorized and used as cattle feed or 

combusted [23]. New applications for argan by-products have been proposed. For example, 

our research group reported the potential of saponins rich extract from argan press cake to 

produce highly stable O/W emulsion using both high and low energy emulsification processes  

[36,108]. Additionally, we showed the potential of argan shell crude extract to formulate and 

stabilize O/W emulsions by the presence of mixture of surface-active compounds (i.e. 

saponins, proteins and polyphenols) in its crude extracts [109]. However, despite this 

application with respect to argan shell, the recovery yield of aqueous-ethanolic extraction still 

remain low (~5%), thus, large amounts of lignocellulosic residue is yet to be valorized [109]. 

Hence, argan shell is proposed as potential candidate for MFC production as sustainable and 

abundant source of cellulose fibers. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has 
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described the use of argan shell to produce MFC so far and applied it to formulate O/W 

Pickering emulsions.     

In this study, we prepared for the first time, MFC from argan shell lignocellulosic residue via 

chemical purification of cellulose and mechanical disintegration using high pressure 

homogenizer. Then, we performed an extensive characterization of the produced fibers. Next 

we investigated the potential of using argan shell MFC in the formation and stabilization of 

Pickering emulsions. This study is of an importance to identify new sustainable sources of 

MFC with a suitable application in the formulation of Pickering emulsions.  

4.2.Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Materials  

Argan shells were obtained from Agadir region in Morocco. All reagents were puchased from 

FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation (Osaka, Japan). Refined medium-chain 

triglyceride (MCT) oil was kindly provided by Taiyo Kagaku Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). 

Ultrapure water was produced using an Arium® pro system (Goettingen, Germany) and was 

used to prepare all solutions. 

4.2.2. Preparation of Argan microfibrillated cellulose (MFC)   

Argan shells were crashed using a Hammer miller operating at 2000 rpm (Masuko Sangyo Ltd., 

Saitama, Japan) the powder was sieved to a homogeneous size of 62 𝜇m. Cellulose purification 

consisted on extractives removal using 20% ethanol solution as described by [109] then 

washing and soaking the remaining lignocellulosic residue in an alkaline solution (20% NaOH) 

with a ratio of 1:10 for 24h at room temperature. Next the temperature was increased to 90°C 

for 3 h before cooling down. The material was washed until neutral pH and bleaching treatment 

was conducted using 3% H2O2 with a ratio of 1:5 at 90°C for 3 h and the slurry was washed 
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and stored until further use. Argan shell MFC was prepared using high pressure 

homogenization, briefly, 1% of argan cellulose dispersion was passed in high-pressure 

homogenizer (NanoVater, NV200, Yoshida Kikai, Nagoya, Japan) at 100 MPa for 10 passes. 

Raw argan shell material, argan shell cellulose and argan shell MFC were denoted AS-R, AS-

C, AS-MFC respectively in this study.  

4.2.3. Characterization of Argan fibers  

4.2.3.1.Particles size and morphology  

AS-MFC particle size distribution was acquired using laser diffraction particle size analyzer 

(Beckman Coulter, Brea, California). The morphology of AS-MFC was assessed using 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) H-7650 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV. Briefly, 

5 𝜇l of 0.01 % (w/w) AS-MFC dispersion was deposited on a dried carbon-coated grid 200 

mesh. The sample was dried at 50 ℃ for 10 min then visualized under 25,000x magnification.  

4.2.3.2.FTIR 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis of argan samples was carried out using Bruker 

Tensor 27 FT-IR, Germany, to examine the changes in functional groups of argan fibers after 

each treatment. The samples were dried before mixing with KBr 1:100. Sample/KBr 

compressed pellets were further dried under vacuum. The scan of each sample was recorded 

from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 with a resolution of 2 cm-1 in transmission mode.  

4.2.3.3.XRD  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with an X-ray diffractometer using a Bruker Discover 

D8, Germany, to evaluate the argan fibers structure and determine the crystallinity index (CrI) 

of the samples after different treatments. The samples were grounded in powder and compacted 
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into a sample holder. Measures were conducted in a 2θ range between 5° and 50°. The CrI of 

the samples was evaluated according to the Segal method [110] and calculated using Eq. (1)  

𝐶𝑟𝐼 = 	 -./-01
-.

	𝑥	100	             (1) 

where, IAm is the minimum intensity of the peak 101 (amorphous band) and Ic is the crystalline 

portion of the peak 002, 2θ = 18◦ and 2θ = 22◦ respectively.  

4.2.3.4.NMR  

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrums were recorded on a Bruker Avance III HD 

600MHz NMR spectrometer, Germany, equipped with standard bore magnet and a 4 mm dual 

channel probe. 13C Crosspolarisation (CP) spectrum was recorded using optimized conditions, 

i.e. 1.5 ms spin-lock using a 50-100 ramp at 8 kHz centered on the first spinning side band 

(MAS-rate 8kHz) with high-power decoupling at 62.5 kHz and a relaxation delay of 9 s. 

4.2.3.5.Interfacial properties  

1% AS-MFC dispersion in ultrapure water was prepared to measure dynamic interfacial tension 

(𝛾OW) at the MCT/water interface for 10 min. Pendant drop method was carried out in an 

interfacial tensiometer (Kyowa, Saitama, Japan). Briefly, Dispersions were placed in a syringe 

and a drop was formed by a 22 G needle to form a 54 𝜇l drop. Then, interfacial tension was 

calculated automatically by FAMAS software based on the drop shape using the Young-

Laplace equation during 5 min.  

AS-MFC hydrophilicity was assessed by measuring the contact angle of one water drop (10 

𝜇l) on AS-MFC film that was prepared using 0.5% AS-MFC and dried over night at 50 ℃ in a 

petri dish.  
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4.2.4. Preparation of O/W emulsions  

O/W emulsions were prepared by homogenizing the oil phase (MCT oil) with an aqueous phase 

consisting of 0.05 – 1 % (w/w) AS-MFC in phosphate buffer (pH 7). Sodium azide 0.02% 

(w/w) was added to all emulsions to inhibit microbial proliferation during the storage. First, 

coarse emulsions were prepared using high shear blending at 10,000 rpm for 5 min 

(Kinematica-AG, Luzern, Switzerland). The coarse emulsions were then passed through high-

pressure homogenization (Yoshida Kikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 100 MPa for 4 passes. 

4.2.5. Caracterization of emulsions  

4.2.5.1.Droplet size measurement   

The droplet size of emulsions was monitored using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer 

(Beckman Coulter, Brea, California). Droplet size was expressed as volume mean diameter, 

𝑑)*	(= 	∑𝑛+	 𝑑+
) ∑𝑛+	 𝑑+

*⁄ ) where 𝑛+	 is the number of droplets with diameter 𝑑+. 

4.2.6. Creaming index  

10 g of emulsions were transferred to a glass test tube (17 mm diameter and 75 mm height) 

immediately after their preparation. The tubes were stored at 25 ℃ and creaming was assessed 

for different time periods. Creaming index (CI) was reported using Eq. (2)  

𝐶𝐼 = 	2'
2(
	𝑥	100	         (2) 

where, HS is the serum layer height and HT is the total height of the emulsion in the tube.  

4.2.6.1.Rheological measurement  

Thixotropic-loop test was performed using DV2T viscometer operating with spindle 18 

(Brookfield, Middleborough, USA). Shear stress and viscosity versus the shear rate (2 – 80 s-
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1) were plotted for concentrations of 0.5, 0.8 and 1 % w/w of AS-MFC dispersions. The 

viscosity of emulsions prepared with 10 % w/w MCT oil and 0.05 – 0.5 % w/w AS-MFC was 

also recorded at a fixed shear rate of 264 s-1.  

4.2.6.2.ζ-potential measurement  

ζ-potential of emulsions was determined using electrophoresis instrument (Malvern 

Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). pH and ionic strength of prepared emulsions was 

adjusted to different levels of pH (2 - 9) or NaCl (0 – 200 mM) by adding appropriate amount 

of HCl, NaOH or NaCl solution. Samples were stored for 24 h before the measurement.    

4.2.6.3.Microstructural analysis 

The localization of AS-MFC at the oil-water interface was assessed using Confocal scanning 

laser microscopy (CSLM) (Leica DM6000B GmBH, Wetzlar, Germany). Prior to the 

observation, the fresh emulsions were stained using Congo red dye at a final concentration of 

0.8 mg dye/ml. The added dye was thoroughly mixed with the emulsions, then the samples 

were incubated overnight in the dark at room temperature. Stained samples were then 

visualized by CLSM using an emission wavelength of 580 nm. Fluorescence was excited with 

488 nm line and observation was carried out with 40x magnification and digital zoom-in when 

appropriate.  

4.2.7. Statistical analysis  

All experiments were conducted at least duplicate with a minimum 3 replicates, mean and 

standard deviation are reported in the current study.  
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4.3.Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Characterization of argan shell fibers  

Figure 18a shows the changes in FTIR spectra of AS-C and AS-MFC compared to AS-R to 

identify the changes in functional groups present in the samples. A broad vibration was 

observed in all samples in the 3600-3000 cm-1 region, this adsorption band is attributed to -OH 

groups found in lignocellulosic materials [81]. The peaks at 1739 cm-1 and 1039 cm-1 

correspond to C=O groups in acetyl and uronic ester groups of hemicellulose [82]. The absence 

of the first one in the AS-C and AS-MFC confirms that the alkali treatment was effective at 

removing hemicellulose from argan shell cell wall corresponding to breaking C-O-C bound 

linking the monomers [111]. However, the formal peak remains present in all samples, this can 

be attributed  to hemicellulose found strongly bound within the cellulose fibrils (Costa et al., 

2018). The peak at 2900 cm-1 in the three analyzed samples correspond to the aliphatic C–H 

stretching of lignin, and cellulose [83]. In addition the adsorption band in the 1670-1540 cm-1 

region is attributed to the aromatic C=C stretch, therefore, aromatic rings and conjugated 

carbonyl groups found in lignin structure remained in the treated samples [84]. Alkali and 

bleaching treatments did not enable the removal of all lignin found in argan cell wall, thus the 

peak remained present when using further mechanical treatment.  

In this section, we assess the crystalline behavior of AS-R and the influence of treatment 

conditions on crystallinity index of AS-C and AS-MFC using wide angle XRD (Figure 18b). 

Distinctive peaks were observed at 16.0◦ and 22.0◦ two theta for all samples. These peaks 

correspond to cellulose I, the crystal form of native cellulose [112]. Upon alkali treatment the 

crystalline state of argan shell cellulose is expected to undergo polymorphic modification from 

cellulose I to cellulose II. This means that cellulose chains rearrange from parallel 

configuration (cellulose I) to antiparallel configuration (cellulose II)  [113]. Mechanical 
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treatment on the other hand generates highly individualized cellulose nanofibers with smaller 

diameter [114]. The crystallinity index increases from 30% in the AS-R to 46% in AS-C, this 

further confirms the removal of non-crystalline hemicellulose and part of lignin due to alkali 

and bleaching treatments. However, after mechanical treatment crystallinity index drastically 

decreased to 23%, this might indicate that the mechanical treatment significantly induced 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds breakage in cellulose structure, causing the collapse of some 

crystalline domains. Isolation of MFC from sugarcane bagasse, prickly pear fruit peels and 

mangosteen rinds showed similar results in the decrease of crystallinity index with mechanical 

treatment [93,115,116]. 

Samples of argan shell fibers were examined by 13C-CP/MAS NMR (Figure 18c). AS-R 

sample, lower figure, shows typical signals for raw biomass. Signals belonging to acetate (180, 

20 ppm), aromatic region of lignin (120 ppm), methoxy group (55 ppm), and cellulose (104, 

88,82,73,63 ppm) were detected [117]. The chemical shifts of 104 ppm and between 80 and 90 

ppm are associated with C1 and C4, respectively. The cluster between 70 and 80 ppm is 

assigned to C2, C3 and C5. The region between 60 and 70 ppm is linked to C6 [118,119]. From 

the 13C signals the region between 86 and 92 ppm is attributed to the crystalline domain of 

cellulose, whereas the region between 80 and 86 ppm is related to the amorphous domain of 

cellulose (Ek, Wormald, Östelius, Iversen, & Nyström, 1995). In the spectrum of AS-R we 

notice the presence of crystalline and amorphous peak at 88 and 81 ppm respectively. After 

chemical treatment, AS-C showed similar chemical shift in that region indicating that chemical 

treatment did not affect the crystallinity of the AS-MFC, thus, confirming the results of XRD. 

Finally, the C6 peak show a sharp peak at 63 ppm attributed to native cellulose I in AS-R, the 

chemical shifts of 61 ppm of chemically and mechanically treated samples confirms 

mercerization of cellulose I to an antiparallel configuration (cellulose II) [121].  
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Morphology and size distribution of argan shell MFC are presented in Figure 19  TEM analysis 

show that the fibers have a diameter of 48 ± 15 nm, however, when they entangle, they form 

a unit of 719 ± 88 nm diameter. The length of argan shell MFC is estimated to be 3 – 5 𝜇m. 

The size distribution measured for a diluted dispersion of argan shell MFC in water allows a 

rapid estimation of the particle size of the sample. It seems that in accordance with the results 

of TEM, argan shell MFC contain small particles varying between 44 and 452 nm, AS-MFC 

entangle to form colloidal system with a second peak and sharp distribution in the range of 1.6 

– 36 𝜇m (Figure 19b). The results are similar to those reported by Iwamoto et al., 2005 for 

Kraft pulp treated mechanically, the research group reported a length of several micrometer 

and a diameter of 50 – 100 nm.  

4.3.2.  Effect of AS-MFC concentration on emulsion formation  

1% AS-MFC versus MCT oil did not lead to a significant reduction in interfacial tension, 

hence, dynamic interfacial tension measurement reached 18 mN/m after 5 min from droplet 

formation (Figure 26). Therefore, in order to assess the effect of AS-MFC on emulsion 

formation we proceed by testing the effect of different concentrations of AS-MFC (0.05 – 1 % 

w/w) on volume mean diameter (d4,3) (Figure 20 a). After 24 h storage with low AS-MFC 

concentration (0.05 % w/w), large droplets were obtained with a mean value d4,3 = 28.77 ± 

0.33 𝜇m, however, the volume mean diameter gradually decreased when increasing AS-MFC 

concentrations. The decrease in droplet size is related to the availability of more particles 

allowing the stability of smaller droplets with higher interfacial area. When enough particles 

are available, the formulated oil droplet by high pressure homogenizer are stabilized 

immediately and are no longer prone to coalescence. Our results are in good agreement with 

previously reported Pickering emulsions stabilized using solid particles showing that droplet 

size of emulsions decreases with increasing the particles concentration in the continuous phase 
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[90,122]. However, they are different from those reported for MFC from mangosteen rind 

stabilized emulsions [94]. The authors report an increase in droplet size of emulsions with 

increasing MFC concentration and relate it to higher aspect ratio of MFC. Stability of 

emulsions against coalescence using different concentrations of AS-MFC was assessed by 

monitoring d4,3 variation after 15 days storage at 25 ℃. We confirmed that emulsions prepared 

with AS-MFC above 0.5 % w/w were stable toward coalescence. Furthermore, Figure 20b 

show the creaming index of the samples after a 1 and 15 days storage. Creaming index 

drastically decreased when increasing the AS-MFC concentration, thus, emulsion volume 

increased. The small size of emulsion droplets induce a higher volume of emulsion [123]. 

Overall, no oiling-off was observed in all emulsions after 15 days storage. Finally, it was also 

observed that the viscosity of emulsions increases sharply when increasing the MFC 

concentration. Increasing the thickening is known to enhance emulsions stability [88]. 

Therefore, increasing AS-MFC concentration generates higher viscosity of emulsions leading 

to stable emulsions during storage.   

To further understand the mechanism of AS-MFC to stabilize emulsions, we conducted 

microscopic observations using CSLM. Staining AS-MFC using Congo red allows the 

visualization of the particles at the oil-water interface as well as in the continuous phase. 

Microscopic observations of two emulsions prepared by 0.1 % w/w AS-MFC (Figure 21a) and 

by 0.8 % w/w AS-MFC (Figure 21b) are reported. In both cases we can observe clearly the 

adsorption of MFC at the oil-water interface in a round-shaped fluorescence indicating the oil 

drop (Figure 21, white arrows), the size of this drops varies depending on the MFC 

concentration, which is in agreement with the results reported on droplet diameter (d4,3). 

Another observation is the presence of free AS-MFC fibers in the continuous phase (Figure 21, 

colored arrows). These are more present in the high concentrated continuous phases. Basically, 

the availability of particles leads to the adsorption of AS-MFC on oil droplets in addition to an 
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interconnection between the non-adsorbed and adsorbed fibers creating a 3D network 

surrounding the oil droplets. Therefore, AS-MFC exabits excellent emulsion stability against 

coalescence via i) single adsorption on oil droplet ii) 3D network surrounding oil droplets. This 

is in good agreement with results reported previously of the enhanced stability of emulsions 

using MFC particles [124].   

4.3.3. The relevance of MCT oil concentration on emulsion formation  

In this section we discuss the effect of varying MCT oil content, from 5 % w/w to 80 % w/w 

at a constant AS-MFC concentration (1 % w/w) on emulsion formation. The reason behind 

conducting this experiment was to determine the concentration of the dispersed phase where 

full emulsification of oil is achieved. Figure 22a shows the effect of oil concentration on d4,3 

and CI. We observe two distinctive domains, the first one with oil mass fraction less than  30 

% w/w where the droplet size is constant (d4,3 = 12.4 ± 1.3 𝜇m), nevertheless, the creaming 

index is decreasing to achieve 84 % of emulsion volume when we use 30 % w/w of oil. Above 

50 % w/w of MCT oil, d4,3 values gradually increased, and 92% of emulsion was achieved. 

Full emulsification was reached up to 70 % w/w oil content. Higher concentration of oil (i.e. 

80 % w/w) induced emulsification failure and oiling off due to poor coverage of oil droplets 

by AS-MFC. Furthermore, droplet size distribution of emulsions confirms that with oil 

concentration above 50 % w/w, monomodal distribution is recorded (Figure 22b).  The droplet 

size of emulsions varied between 27 and 160 𝜇m when using 70 % w/w oil. The large mean 

droplet size can be explained by the limitations of AS-MFC to adsorb rapidly to the oil-water 

interface. Therefore, strong coalescence occurs due to the high number of oil droplets generated 

without a protective layer inhibiting coalescence during the homogenization. We can clearly 

state based on our results that the dispersed phase content influenced strongly the creaming of 

emulsions (Figure 22b,c). Creaming velocity is known to decrease with increasing droplet 
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concentration once a critical dispersed phase fraction has been exceeded [9]. In addition, the 

increase in packing fraction of oil droplets improves emulsion stability with respect to 

creaming, and, this can be achieved by increasing the oil content [125]. Results of CLSM 

confirms that with increasing the oil content up to 70 % w/w a clear close packing of oil 

droplets is observed (Figure 23d,e), and a strong 3D network was formed protecting oil droplets 

from coalescence. AS-MFC dispersed in water acts as a non-Newtonian fluid which has a 

shear-thinning behavior (Figure 25). We conclude from the CLSM results combined to the 

viscosity results of the continuous phase that AS-MFC adsorb to the oil-water interface leading 

the formation of Pickering emulsions. AS-MFC dispersions acts also as thickening agent 

exhibiting high apparent shear.  

4.3.4. Effect of change in electrolytes and pH  

In order to understand the importance of electrostatic interactions in AS-MFC stabilized 

emulsions, we proceed by measuring the electrical charge of oil droplets in different ionic 

environments. Figure 24a. shows pH dependent 𝜁-potential measurement of stabilized 

emulsions (50 % w/w MCT oil, 1 % w/w AS-MFC). Emulsion sample shows a high negative 

charge at high pH (pH 9) and gradually increase upon decreasing the pH of the emulsion sample 

to become positive (pH < 3). The surface charge of MFC is known to be dependent on the 

chemical treatments and the fiber source [126,127]. Alkali treatment used in this study facilitate 

the access to cellulose carboxyl groups. In addition, the bleaching treatment allows the 

oxidation of hydroxyl groups of cellulose for example at C6, it can also oxidize the glucoside 

bonds at C1 thus producing carboxyl groups [128,129]. An isoelectric point (IEP) between pH 

3 and pH 4 was identified for AS-MFC, this result is slightly different from reported IEP for 

flax, hemp and cellulose fibers witch was ranging between pH 1.6 and pH 2.2 [130]. The 

swelling behavior due to the high polarity of cellulose fibers leads to the protonation of 
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carboxylic groups thus leading to the dramatic decrease of negative 𝜁-potential at low pH [131]. 

The contact angle of water on AS-MFC surface was 32 ± 4 ° shows a hydrophilic behavior of 

the particles (Figure 26b). Additionally, we tested the effect of ionic strength (0 - 200 mM 

NaCl) on 𝜁-potential of emulsion droplets (Figure 24b). Our results show a gradual increase in 

the magnitude of 𝜁-potential with increasing the concentration of NaCl from -18 mV to -9.5 

mV, this behavior confirms the availability of charged -COO- groups on the surface of oil 

droplets and their electrostatic interaction with counter-ions Na+. Through these results we 

conclude that emulsions prepared with AS-MFC and MCT oil are stabilized by the adsorption 

of AS-MFC fibers at the oil water interface, thus leading to the formation of Pickering emulsion 

inducing electrostatic repulsions.  

4.4.Conclusion 

In summary, successful preparation of MFC from argan shell was demonstrated with defined 

chemical and morphological characteristics. Long-term Pickering emulsions were stabilized 

exclusively by AS-MFC with limited creaming when the concentration of particles in the 

continuous phase is ≥ 0.5 % w/w. Full emulsification of oil droplets without phase separation 

were achieved when using 70 % w/w of oil stabilized using 1 % w/w MFC. We confirm via 

CLSM that the main stability mechanism is related to the adsorption of AS-MFC particles to 

the oil-water interface thus leading to Pickering type emulsions formation. Excess of AS-MFC 

particles induce 3D network formation surrounding oil droplet thus inhibiting oil movement 

and collision. Furthermore, close packing was observed when highly concentrated emulsions 

were formulated. Finally, electrostatic repulsions between adsorbed AS-MFC particles were 

also reported to enhance the stability. This study provided a new source of MFC from 

agricultural waste with excellent emulsifying properties which have great potential for 

application in food, cosmetics, and pharmaceutical industries. 
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Figure 21: Chemical characterization of argan shell raw 

material and it’s derivatives (a) Fourier Transform 

Infrared (FTIR) spectra, (b) X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

patterns and (c) Solid-state 13C NMR spectrum of raw 

argan shell material, argan shell cellulose and argan shell 

microfibrillated cellulose.  
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Figure 22: (a) Transmission electron micrograph from diluted suspension of argan shell microfibrillated 

cellulose and (b) particle size distribution using laser diffraction particle size analyzer. 
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Figure 23: Effect of argan shell microfibrillated cellulose concentration on (a) volume mean droplet size 

(d4,3) and (b) creaming index and viscosity of O/W emulsions (10% w/w MCT oil) under standardized 

conditions (100 MPa, 4 Passes) stored at 25 ℃ for 15 days. 
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Figure 24: Confocal laser scanning micrographs of fresh O/W emulsions (10% w/w MCT oil) stabilized by 

(a) 0.1% w/w MFC or (b) 0.8% w/w MFC in aqueous phase). 
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Figure 25: Effect of oil concentration on (a) volume mean droplet size (d4,3) and creaming index (b) size 

distribution and (c) visual aspect of O/W emulsions prepared by (5 – 80% w/w MCT oil, 1% w/w MFC 

in aqueous phase) 
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Figure 26: Confocal laser scanning micrographs of fresh O/W emulsions stabilized using 1% w/w MFC 

in aqueous phase and a concentration of MCT oil of (a) 10% w/w (b) 20% w/w (c) 60% w/w (d) 70%  

w/w (e) digital zoom in of blue square. 
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Figure 27: Effects of (a) pH and (b) NaCl concentration on ζ-potential of argan shell microfibrillated 

cellulose stabilized O/W emulsions (50% w/w MCT oil, 1% w/w MFC in aqueous phase). 
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Figure 28: Shear stress and viscosity as a function of shear rate of argan shell microfibrillated 

dispersions containing different concentration 0.5 – 1% w/w of particles. 
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Figure 29: (a) Dynamic interfacial tension of 1% w/w argan shell microfibrillated cellulose in water against 

MCT oil and (b) contact angle of one drop of water on 1% w/w argan shell microfibrillated cellulose film.  
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5. Chapter 5 – General conclusion and perspectives  

The utilization of natural ingredients derived from biomass is a promising path toward 

sustainability. In recent years, consumers are more aware about the resources and ingredients 

formulating their products and the challenges facing today’s food engineering field is to 

provide healthy sustainable products while regaining consumer trust. Sustainability approach 

is based on three main pillars, environment, social and economic. For a product to be 

sustainable, it has to satisfy those three pillars. In addition, the development of functional food, 

dietary supplements, nutraceuticals and product reformulation for favorable health impact (salt 

reduction, calorie reduction) for an aging population is also a challenge toward healthiness. 

Finally, to regain consumer trust, food formulations require the incorporation of natural 

ingredients and providing clean label products.  

Considering the above-mentioned aspects, the choice of argan oil industry made a lot of sense 

for this study to tackle the challenges of product formulation. This industry is unique to the 

Moroccan country because the species Argania spinosa is endemic to its desert. Argan tree 

plays an important environmental role in the region, because of its high resistance to 

environmental stress (water draught, arid land) therefore procuring a barrier to desertification 

and erosion of the soil. Argan plays also an important socio-economical role in the region, 

considering that Argan is a wild species that have been present for centuries in southwestern 

Morocco. Today, 2-3 million people rely on argan tree as a source of income, in fact, all the 

parts of the tree are used today by the local population. The main product of argan fruit is the 

oil, however, this product represents only 3% of the total mass of the fruit. The remaining are, 

agan press cake, argan pulp and argan shell that are considered by-products and are used by 

the locals as cattle feed (press care and pulp) or burned for heat generation (shell).  
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Argan shell is a lignocellulosic biomass rich in fibers, which led to few research centered 

toward this material to prepare composites or to be used as biochar [73–76]. However, 

considering that argan oil made a real breakthrough to international markets (argan oil is known 

for its unique cosmetic and edible features) , this thesis was inspired to valorize argan by-

product (argan shell) within food, cosmetic or pharmaceutic industries. By providing new 

compounds acting as natural emulsifiers.  

Emulsifiers global market represents 8.4 billion $, this market is divided between food market 

(30%), cosmetics (20%) and pharmaceutic and agrochemicals (50%). This market is expected 

to grow by 5.6 points in 2050. Mostly, when considering emulsifiers, it is more common to 

find a synthetic emulsifier used rather than a natural one. In fact, synthetic emulsifiers represent 

70% of emulsifiers against only 30% of natural emulsifiers in the global market. The reason 

behind this difference is the inhomogeneous and high cost of natural emulsifiers when 

compared to their synthetic counterparts. Therefore, industrial are less attracted to their 

utilization when formulating products. But this trend is now changing, and industrials and 

manufacturers have to adapt to the new aspirations of consumers, thus, providing acceptable 

products for them to use.  

This thesis highlighted an exhaustive extraction of natural compounds from argan shell 

biomass and applied them in the formulation of O/W emulsions. The first extraction consisted 

on solid-liquid extraction using aqueous-ethanol as solvent. Five extracts were characterized 

in this study then compared for their emulsifying performance.  

The obtained residue of aqueous-ethanol extraction was used for the preparation and 

purification of cellulose.  The pulping process consisted of alkali treatment and we studied the 

effect of four different concentration of sodium hydroxide on argan shell purified cellulose. 
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After reaching satisfying properties of argan shell cellulose microfibrillated cellulose was 

prepared using mechanical disintegration.  

The exhaustive extraction of surface-active compounds and microfibrillated cellulose from 

argan shell led the utilization of those compounds separately to formulate and stabilize O/W 

emulsions. Both extracts were capable at adsorbing at the oil-water interface and we proved 

two distinctive mechanisms of emulsion stabilization. The first mechanism was the surface-

activity of saponin, protein and polyphenol rich extract that was able to reduce the interfacial 

tension between oil and water phases thus leading to the formation of submicron emulsions 

that were stabilized via electrostatic and steric repulsions. The second mechanism that was 

elucidated in this thesis is emulsion stabilization by solid particles (i.e. microfibrillated 

cellulose from argan shell) thus leading to Pickering emulsions. 

Taking a look back at the scientific evidence provided in this thesis, we predict an added value 

of argan shell for food, cosmetic or pharmaceutic industries. However, more research is 

required regarding toxicity of the compounds extracted from argan shell. In addition, for an 

industrial use, an economical based study is required for scaling up the production and reaching 

homogeneous compounds ready for utilization by the above-mentioned industries.  

Besides the industrial application of surface-active compounds and microfibrillated cellulose, 

there are many scientific topics in which argan shell may offer new research opportunities. 

First, the chemical stability of bio-active compounds encapsulated by surface-active 

compounds or microfibrillated cellulose could be elucidated. Next, digestive stability of 

emulsions can be studied. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study the interfacial 

composition of emulsions stabilized by argan shell extracts. Another intersting topic would be 

the complexation of microfibrillated cellulose and surface-active compounds to deliver 

enhanced emulsifying properties.  
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On the same path of preparation of microfibrillated cellulose, the preparation of cellulose 

nanocrystals and the identification of its properties could be an interesting for research and 

development of functional materials from this biomass. 
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